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Parking 

Event HQ will be situated next to 214 Sylvania Road. You can park on Sylvania Road, Kingsway, Marion Street or 

Omaru Avenue. Please ensure you don’t park in anybody’s driveway. 

General Notes 

All areas inside the park are in bounds. Use a spotter if concerned about deep rough (holes 5/14 & 6/15). Players 

have 3 minutes to search for a lost disc and somebody in the group should start a time or stopwatch. All group 

members must help during this time. If the disc is not found within 3 minutes, the disc is deemed lost.  

The edge of the park denoted by either a fence or inside edge of the footpath is out-of-bounds (OB).  

All fences are a mandatory vertical plane that your disc must not cross. If a player’s disc crosses over a mando fence 

line they will be penalised stroke and distance, i.e., they will rethrow from the same lie and add 2 shots to their 

score. If a disc lands over a fence in a private residence, the disc is not to be retrieved unless it can be done without 

entering the property (i.e., using a disc retriever or speaking to the resident if present). The player can take note of 

the property address and return after the round seeking permission from the resident to retrieve lost discs. 
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Schedule 

12:00 check-in 

12:20 Mandatory Player’s Meeting 

13:00 Tee off (or earlier)   

16:00 Presentation (approximate) 
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CTP (sponsored by Disc Connection) – all divisions → HOLE 2 

Hole Par Metres Notes 

1 3 75 Stay left of the mando tree just in front of the tee on right side (main trunk of tree).  
Inside edge of the path on the right and behind the basket is OB.  

2 3 61 A number of different routes to the basket on this short CTP hole. Path OB on right. 

3 3 105 Long downhill drive to a fairly open basket. Path OB on right. 

4 3 91 Stay out of the tree in front of the tee and navigate to a well-protected basket amongst a 
deformed tree. Mando fence line on right. Tree is not a mando (it is for hole 13 only).  

5 3 74 Basket protected by trees and some rough. Mando fence line on right. 

6 3 88 Basket is round to the right and protected by trees. If you don’t make the distance you’ll 
be in deep rough or have nothing available for your approach. No OB to worry about. 

7 3 74 Hit the gap and fade to the left. Stay right of the mando tree (furthest on the left) and 
fence line is mando also. 

8 3 70 Lots of trees and a gap to hit off the tee. Beware the mando fence line on the left and 
behind the basket. Beware players on holes 5 and 14. 

9 3 88 Teeing off from inside the tree. Mando fence line on right shouldn’t come in to play. 

10 4 127 Uphill with plenty of trees to navigate off the tee. Big throwers may get an eagle 
opportunity. Path on right and behind basket is OB.  

11 3 91 A longer version of hole 2 but from higher up the hill. Path OB on right. 

12 3 110 Another long downhill drive to an open basket. OB should not come into play. 

13 4 168 Perfect chance to unleash a booming downhill drive. Stay left of the mando tree (near the 
hole 4 tee) and beware the mando fence line of the school on the right. 

14 3 84 A slightly longer version of hole 5 but with a more airspace to the right. Mando fence line 
on both sides if you shank it badly. 

15 3 57 The shortest hole on the course but definitely not the easiest. You need the disc to get 
way right around the trees. No OB to worry about. 

16 4 164 Tee shot is key on this hole and you want to put your disc in a spot to hit the gap on your 
approach shot. Stay right of the mando tree (furthest on left) and fence line is mando. 

17 3 81 Super tight gap to hit off the tee with plenty of trees to also navigate. Beware the mando 
fence line on the left and behind the basket. Beware players on hole 5 and 14. 

18 4 153 2 routes to the basket. Right is probably more open but left is also an option. If going left, 
beware players around hole 4/13 basket. Mando fence line on each side of the fairway. 

TOTAL 58 1761  

Special thanks to Disc Connection for 
sponsoring the Shire Shakedown 2023 

 
 


